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Another Casket of Lives

In looking into the earlier history, I have had to do some investigation and although most of what I 
have found is verifiable through census records and so forth, I have had to do a couple of intuitive 
leaps and applied logic in linking the various known branches of the family. What I have here is, to 
the best of my knowledge the most likely line of descent. 

As far as I can tell, the earliest Hodkinson I can find is Peter Hodgkinson, born Middlewich, 
Cheshire in 1734, and who died in 1812. His wife was a Martha Bostock, born in 1734. 

Their son, John was born in 1756 at Warmingham, Cheshire and who was stated to be from Moston 
and a " Faithful Servant of the Trent and Mersey Canal Company for more than 80 Years " and 
worked as a Canal Boatman and Farmer. His wife was a Sarah Bickerton of Sandbach, Cheshire, 
born in 1771. They had two sons, Peter, born in Warmington, Cheshire in  1789 and Jonathan, born 
1795.  

Peter married Anne Johnsron, who was born about 1793, and died in Church Lawton, Cheshire  in 
1835. They had a son Peter born 1822 in Lawton Heath, Congleton, Cheshire, who seems to have 
changed his name by deed pole from Hodgkinson to Hodkinson when he moved to Manchester in 
1881. The address on the census is 6 Bristol Street, Hume, Chorlton. He died in 1908 in Southport, 
Lancashire. he was described as a builder employing 108 men and 3 Boys. He had obviously come 
up in the world! His wife was Harriet Bolton, born 1826 in Manchester and she died in Southport in 
1900.  

This couple had a lot of children: Thomas was born 
about 1850, Joseph was born in 1846 and died 1898, 
William was born in 1848. Sarah J was born in 1854 in 
Chorlton, Manchester and she married a man called 
John Moss. Frederick was born about 1857 in Hulme, 
Manchester and died about 1913 in Heidelberg, 
Victoria, Australia. He had married a woman called 
Clara Vickers who was born in Manchester in 1861.  
Elizabeth was born about 1859 in Hulme, Manchester. 
She married a man called Walter Payne and they had 
one son, who was born in 1887. She died (presumably 
in childbirth) in 1887 at 50 Clifton St Stretford 
Manchester. Albert was born about1861 in Hulme 
Manchester. Emma, was born in 1862 in Hulme, 
Manchester, and Bertha, was born in 1869, in Hulme, 
Manchester. 

Alfred was born in 1856, and was a Bricklayer & 
Contractor who died 1911 in Salford. He married a 
woman called Elizabeth (who was known as Eliza) and 
who had been born in 1862 in Hulme, Manchester. and 
died 1881 in 50 Clifton St Stretford Manchester, Their 
children were: Hariet Amelia who was born in 1876, 
Ethel Maude (who was my father’s Auntie Ethel) was 
born in 1880, Alfred  was born in 1882, Florence was 
born in 1884, and Beatrice was born 1886. 
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I don’t recall ever meeting my father’s Auntie Ethel, 
although there is a photograph which looks as though it 
was taken in the garden at Badsley Moor Lane which 
suggests that she may have visited when I was very little.  

My mum always urged my dad to keep in with 
her as she was evidently quite well heeled, but 
this wasn’t something he was inclined to do 
unless he was genuinely close to a person. She 
said that Gwen & Ted did though and that 
consequently they benefited when she died. I 
don’t think my dad gave a thought to that kind 
of thing, it was not in his nature. Ethel must 
have been one of the closer relatives on the 
Hodkinson side though, as she does seem to 
feature in a number of old photographs in the 
ones which have survived. 

Peter and Anne also had a daughter Clara, who 
was born in 1868 in Hulme, Manchester and she 
married Frederick Gath who was born in 1877 
in Manchester. They had a daughter Marjorie, 
who was born in 1910 in Chorlton Manchester. 
She was my my dad’s cousin. 
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Frederick and Clara, Gath with dad’s 
cousin Majorie as a baby.  
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Marjorie lived at 95 Norton Street, Old Trafford, 
Manchester and taught at a secretarial college. 

My Uncle Ted and Auntie Gwen visited both Auntie 
Ethel and Marjorie from time to time, and described 
marjorie as an odd character. She had looked after her 
father for a many years after her mother had died, and she 
seemed to be a confirmed spinster. They said that the 
house she lived in was dusty and like a time warp, and 
that they thought that she even slept in her fathers 
nightshirt.  

She did however marry late in life, and it all happened 
very quickly and much to everyones surprise she married 
George William Green, a widower, two years younger 
than her. There is a letter from her to my mother, dated 9th 
June 1980 in which she says “I expect to be married on 
Saturday, at 4.00 pm, September the 6th. (Yes, I know it is 
rather a shock; it seems to have taken most of my friends, 
and relatives that way!)”  

She tells of meeting George five weeks earlier on an over 60‘s holiday from church on a Church at 
Folkstone. “A map of Kent brought us together.” She also mentions in the letter that her cousin 
Arthur is to give her away, and that another cousin Edith, at Urmston, who will not be able to be 
there as her husband Leslie is recovering from an operation for appendix trouble which turned out 
to be more serious than first thought. I have not been able to trace these people though. Marjorie 
and George continued to live at 95 Norton Street. 

She was a stalwart of the Townswomen’s guild. Once when she was at their annual conference in 
London in 1971 she paid us a visit whilst we were living at Brookfield Park. She sent some lovely 
fine knitting for Briony. We liked her a lot, she was a quiet, demure and rather studious lady, she 
was a very kindly soul. I rather think that she also visited us once when we lived at Cote Howe 
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Cottages, using an excursion trip to the lakes as an excuse to break off from part of the itinerary to 
make the visit.  

Marjorie must have  died about 1996, as my mum was very surprised to receive a letter informing 
her that she had been left an amount of money in Marjorie’s will. This had evidently been left to be 
divided between the surviving siblings of the family but as both my dad and Ted had both by this 
time died, my mum was judged to be the inheritor. She was quite taken aback by this, but was 
nevertheless very grateful as it gave her a level of security which she had not had before. She once 
got quite tearful when talking about this and said how she wished that my dad had lived to enjoy it. 

John and Sarah’s son Jonathan, born 1795 is the side of the family that eventually led down to my 
father. I do not know who he married, but he had a son, Joseph born in Withington in 1819. 

This is where things got a little complicated, as in trying to trace his wife in census records I made 
little progress for quite a while as the wife’s christian name was Nicholas which is usually a male 
name. She sometimes doesn’t appear in the record searches at all. However,  he had married 
Nicholas Clymont who was born in1825 in Kirkubright, Scotland. Her father was John Clymont, a 
seaman, who was  in 1847 of Chatham Street, Greenheys. I do not know who the mother was. 
She had three children by  Joseph, Ann Hodkinson (Hannah) born in 1851. John Hodkinson born in 
1853 and Thomas Hodkinson who was born on the 13th of May in 1856. However, Joseph died 
aged 39 in1858, and she was a widow.  

The address given for Nicholas in the 1861 census is 5 Royles Ct. Orford Manchester where she is 
described as a Charwoman, and a widow with a daughter Ann (Hannah) & 3 other children. The 
third child is Richard H Plant who was born in1861. 

At some point she married William Plant, who was born about 1831 in Manchester, and is described 
in the 1871 census as a Docker. I can’t be clear as to whether Richard was born before or after the 
marriage, the census though suggests that he was perhaps born before. I have no further information 
on William. 

In the 1871 census she is described as a cook and living at 15 Horace Street, Ardwick. Her son John 
is described as a Plumber, Thomas as an errand boy and office boy, and Richard Plant is a Scholar. 

In the 1881 census the address for Thomas is 9 Horace Street, Ardwick, and his occupation is given 
as a commercial clerk. He married Florence Waters Rainforth, who was born in1857 in Stockport, 
Cheshire. Her father was Edward Rainforth who was born about 1820. In 1878 at the time of 
Florence’s marriage he is described as a Manager. I have no information on Florence’s mother. 
Thomas died, aged 28 in 1884.and in the 1891 census the address for Florence is given as 23 Parker 
Street, Ardwick, Manchester and she is described as a widow  working as a shirt seamstress.  

Thomas and Florence had two sons, Arthur, the younger was born in 1883. He married a woman 
called Betty who was born about 1890. They also had two sons, both born I guess about 1920 to 30. 
There were recent addresses for them in my mum’s address book. I wrote to inform them after mum 
died, and to ask if there was anything they might be able to tell me about the family background as I 
was trying to compile a memoir. Whilst we were away in Great Bernera there was a phone call in 
response from one of them. I got in touch again but there was no reply. The addresses in my mum’s 
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address book were for Roger, 10 Scotchel Green, Pewsey SN9 5AU and  Simon, 79 Manor Way, 
Lee on the Solent PO13 9JQ.  

The elder son, my grandfather, Edward Arthur,was born in 1881 and is listed in the 1891 census as 
resident at 23 Parker Street Ardwick as a scholar. In the 1901 census, the address is 33 South Grove, 
St Lukes, South Manchester.  In the 1901 census, aged 20, the address is 33 South Grove, St Luke’s, 
South Manchester and he is working as a Bath Attendant. His mother, Florence, was a widow and 
head of the household, and also resident was his brother Edward, a Manchester warehouseman. 
There is also a Boarder, Anne G Young, a  dressmaker born in Scotland. Their neighbours included 
a retired army pensioner, a millinery machinist and a photographic artist.  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There are a lot of old 
photographs of people who 
I presume to be relatives of 

one kind or another. In 
most cases it is almost 

impossible to identify them, 
as no name on the picture 

exists. This one is a case in 
point. He obviously was a 

man of some substance, as 
he wears the mason’s 

Apron. I remember the 
metal insignia at the 

bottom left and right being 
among my mother’s 

collection of buttons which 
presumably came from 
Grandma Hodkinsons. 
Perhaps this could be 

Peter Hodkinson, (born in 
1789) later in life) the 

builder who employed 108 
men and three boys? After 

all, builders often seem 
drawn to joining the 

Freemasons. This though 
is nothing more than a 

guess.
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My Grandmother was Sarah Ann Hodkinson. her 
maiden name was Sarah Ann Wilkinson and she was 
born in Bournmouth, Hampshire in 1877. In the 1901 
census she is resident at 133 Bishop Street, Moss 
Side. She is listed as a shop assistant, and worked in a 
music shop. The photograph below dating from this 

period. 

Her father was William B. Wilkinson, born in 
1844 in Lincolnshire. He is listed in 1901 as a 
journalist and author. I was told that he later 
worked for the Manchester Guardian, and 
that it was from the press room there that he 
made the collection of stamps which my 
father had. My parents spent a number of 
evenings when I was a boy, looking through 
them and comparing them with pictures in Stanley 
Gibbons catalogues borrowed from the library in the hope that they would reveal valuable rarities. It 
never came to anything! I however spent much time looking through these stamps, my imagination 
captured by the pictures and exotic locations. 

Her mother was Elizabeth E. B. Wilkinson, born 1857 in Lowestoft, Suffolk.  Also in the household 
in 1901 was grandmother’s elder brother, Lionel O. Wilkinson born in 1876 in Lowestoft, and who 
worked as a clerk in the Town Hall Water Department. Her parents must have moved to 
Bournmouth in the months immediately after his birth. How she came to meet William or why they 
moved to Bournmouth in time for my grandmother’s birth I do not know, I can only assume that it 
was to do with William’s work. In the 1891 census, there is an entry for Elizabeth which says she is 
married and gives her address as Langdale Coach House, Ardwick, Chorlton, Manchester. 

Their neighbours in Bishop Street in 1901 were a mixed bunch, next door was a retired couple and 
their son, a manufacturing chemist (employer) and schoolteacher daughter. There was also living 
nearby a gamekeeper, a marble salesman, a clerk to a cabinet maker, an underclothing shift 
machinist and so on. 
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My Grandfather, Edward Arthur Hodkinson was 
listed in the 1891 Census as resident at 23 Parker 
Street Ardwick Manchester as a scholar, and in the 
1901 census, aged 20, as resident at 33 South Grove, 
(St Lukes?) South Manchester as a Bath Attendant. 
His Mother, Florence, as a widow was head of the 
household, also resident was his brother Edward 
working as a Manchester warehouseman. Also a 
Boarder, Anne G Young,  who was a  dressmaker, 
born in Scotland. Their neighbours included a 
retired army pensioner, a millinery machinist and a 
photographic artist. 

It is a short walk westwards along Richmond Grove 
to Manchester’s Victoria Baths where he possiblly 
worked after 1906. (see appendix: The Victoria 
Baths.) 

There were two children in the family, my 
father (always known as Bill) born on the 
July 1915, and his elder brother Edward 
(always known as Ted) who was born in 
1913. They were very close as children and 
grew up to be the best of friends. As Ted 
was the elder, he came first and Bill wore 
Ted’s old clothes and it was Ted who had the 
benefit of piano lessons, which came in very 
useful in later life as a school teacher after 
the second world war, and as church organist 
at the church at the top of Bent Lathes 
Avenue in Rotherham where he lived. My 
mother rather resented this and though that 
my Dad had the thin end of the stick, but I 
never heard a word of complaint from him, 
and he and Ted remained the closest of 
friends and brothers until my dad died on the 
7th May 1979. 
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Bill and Ted.
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 At some point between 1906 and 1923, my 
Grandfather became a chiropodist, and whilst my 
father was still at junior school, the family moved to 
Rotherham, where grandfather practised as a 
chiropodist at a gentleman’s club in Moorgate in the 
town.  

The photograph above would seem to 
have been taken before the move to 
Rotherham, as the view behind is not as 
I recall in Rotherham. The boys are Ted 
and Bill, with grandmother behind with 
grandfather in the hat. The other figure 
may possibly be his brother Edward. 

The family enjoyed holidays in 
Scarborough and the Isle of Man, and 
there are a number of photographs, 
which seem to show a reasonably 
comfortable way of life.  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Ted, Grandmother & Bill.
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Ted was an enthusiastic photographer as a young 
man, and the photos of the family during the 1930’s 
probably come from this interest of his. 

My grandfather died before I was born, I think 
possibly about 1940, as I have seen no photographs of 
him which seem to have been taken any later than 
this. 

He was a smartly dressed man, and a keen 
bowls player. My mother recalled him as being 
dapper, but rather remote and said that she 
found him a little frightening. My father never 
really talked about him, although he often 
spoke fondly of his mother and I always 
assumed from this that he was much closer to 
her than to his father. 
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Grandmother, Bill, Auntie Ethel and Ted.

Ted.
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The family lived in Rotherham at 268 Badsley 
Moor Lane, where my grandmother still lived when 
I knew her before her death about 1954. 

I have strong memories of Badsley moor Lane. As a small child we would walk to the Woodman 
(about a mile) catch a trackless (trolley bus) to Rotherham, then a bus up to the road end. I would 
play in the back garden and eat cold potato & salt from the slab in the pantry. There was always a 
glass jar of celery, which I loved. She would often produce butter beans, and lentil pie was a 
favourite, usually with a little tomato and sometimes a hint of marmite. At the end of the road was a 
shop which was called ‘the post office’ although this wasn’t a function that I ever explored. The 
speciality here was a peculiar kind of lolly, not cold, thin, and with a texture like corduroy. They 
were as I recall pale green. I have never seen them anywhere else. There were often sugared 
almonds on offer, and the phrase was “have a sluggared almond.” Furniture was nice and old 
fashioned, with quite a lot of glass. The china cabinet which my mum and dad had after 
grandmothers death, the brass mirror, round table and the three cornered chair - things I treasure 
now. 

My grandmother was a gentle and sensitive woman, and I was very fond of her indeed. I suspect 
that my father probably derived a good deal of his placid temperament from her. She was a very 
good pianist, which I assume connects with her time in the music shop. The piano also came to our 
house after she died, but eventually disappeared as house decor changed. As a boy I well remember 
my uncle Ted and auntie Gwen coming round to visit every other Sunday, (we visited them 
alternately) and the sing songs round the piano, usually songs from the musicals, Gershwin, Porter 
and so on which Ted pounded out on the piano. Dad always attributed Ted’s style to his organ 
playing, saying that grandmother had much more feeling and sense of touch. 
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Bill and Ted as dashing young men. I remember 
Dad’s beach robe, which he used for years. 

Grandfather & Grandmother 
at 268 Badsley Moor Lane.
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When I was about 16 or so I had a primitive tape recorder which I installed in my bedroom, and I 
rigged up a speaker in the sitting room downstairs to play back things which mum and dad liked to 
listen to. I also discovered I could use it as a microphone and recorded some of these sessions. What 
a pity they have long since disappeared! In one of them, they are all singing “I can’t dance, don’t 
ask me...” in Gwens case particularly tunelessly, which I always think of when I recall her saying 
later of my cousin Alan’s fondness for Jimmi Hedrix “...you know, it’s that music that sounds like 
machinery falling apart.” As the song finishes, my dad says “Can’t you go any faster, brother?” 
Certainly a reference to his organ-like pianoforte technique... I also recorded my mother snoring in 
the armchair one evening and played this back unannounced one evening when they were all round, 
I don’t think that she ever forgave me! 

I remember also an occasion when grandmother (she was always known as that, or in dad’s case 
‘mother’) came to visit us after we moved into 102 Campsall Field Road. She must have missed the 
stop, because my dad set out looking in the direction of the Woodman, and I and my mother in the 
opposite direction towards the Crown (my dad’s directions being always defined by Pubs.) We 
found her sitting on a bench at the bottom of “the quarry” (waste ground used as a playground by all  
the children of the area) I vividly remember her sitting there in the sunlight, a bit old fashioned in 
her dress, wearing a kind of cloche hat, it is probably the defining memory I have of her, despite 
there being no photograph of it. 

A little afterwards she suffered a stroke, and was in hospital near Badsley Moor Lane for some time. 
I remember visiting her with mum and dad, and trying to help her squeeze the ball bearings she was 
given for therapy. When she died, I was in the first or second year at junior school, and one day was 
called out of assembly. My dad met me and told me that she had died. I remember very clearly 
indeed him saying that I was welcome to attend the funeral, but advising that he thought it best that 
I didn’t as he thought you should remember people as they were in life, and that what was left of 
them was just an empty shell, but that it was up to me to decide for myself. I took his advice and it 
has remained in my mind as one of the great lessons of my life.
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Uncle Ted, 
grandmother (holding me), 
auntie Gwen, my father 
& my mother, taken by 
uncle Ted’s amazing time 
lapse camera at 268 
Badsley Moor Lane.


